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Abstract
Studies concerning intra-organizational network was found very interesting since each
research shared different findings. Factors such as timing, place, unit of analysis and
methodology caused the results differs one another. This study used theory of friendship in
addressing network phenomenon. After carefully analyzing several research report from 90’s
to early 2000 we come into conclusion the existence of knowledge-based network. The
knowledge perspective found to have better explanation in examining long run network
performance. By holding this as true and valid findings, we proposed to replace broker
position to knowledge mediator, and change the position of producer, supplier, distributor and
customer to the open source format. The research enclosed with proposing four basic
quadrants that suitable for knowledge-based network structure.
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1.

Introduction

For more than twenty years since Krackhardt and Brass seminal paper on intra organizational networks,
many studies had been developed to found evidence of how the relationships might end up with better
performance for all members. Some research was conducted on intra organizational elements such as decision
making under networks (Carley & Behrens, 1999; Gachet & Brezillon, 2002; Cross et al., 2006; Koon et al.,
2012; Mykkanen & Tampere, 2014), structures (Ahuja & Carley, 1998; Podolny & Page, 1998; Molina, 2001;
Lazer & Friedman, 2007) and how power might effected its process (Holly & Krackhardt, 2001; Pantelli et al.,
2005). And the others tried to uncover the effectivity of networks (Brown & Miller, 2000; Contractor & Bishop,
2000; De Dreu & Van Vianen, 2001; Katz & Lazer, 2002; Van De Bunt, 2005). Although the results seem
explainable, but most of them left the main course which is basic factor that make relationships last longer.
Snow (1993) in Managing 21st Organizational Network already declared that investment-based network has
the highest possibility to make the relationships longer. Describing the three types of networks; internal, stable
and dynamic structure, the paper gave strong proponents to the role of brokers. Since every participant within
network has to be operated under the law of scarcity then brokers will play important parts (Ahuja, 2000;
Battilana, 2006; Battilana & Boxenbaum, 2009). The main function would be sharing information to each
member in enhancing transaction among networks.
In details, Snow argued that technological development shortened the information cycle due to decision
making. Therefore for those who failed in acquiring the latest information, the need for brokerage service will
arise. In further development, broker becomes the intermediary between producer, supplier, designer within one
sets of network and market (for both customer and labor) as another set of network (Kleinbaum, 2012).
Regarding to this position, the more information that broker had, the more power they might have.
Unconsciously the process will lead to imbalance power among participants.
For example in the labor market, brokerage might play role as match maker between professional worker
and company. Addressing the origin of broker as mere business organization, its performance mostly based on
knowledge management process. If they can’t manage it well, then it is plausible to serve the network upon its
best capacity. This is why Kleinbaum (2012) strongly oppose the fact that brokerage might cause better
organizational fitness. Conversely, if they were not acting professionally then organizational misfit might be the
results; in the long run this may hurts the overall performance especially in the context of innovation (Aalbers,
2012).
Reality holds the same in the field of finance. Using investment-based network, more investors neither
organizations nor individual has lied their future profitability to the broker for several reasons: (1) difficulties in
predicting market trends, (2) lack of market information, and also (3) time constraints. Through some stand point,
this makes investing activities more feasible to non-market timing players. But it also undermined future
problems. Overconfidence broker might cause huge loss. Barber and Odean (2000) clearly explained that as
organization, brokerages were found to eagerly seeking more profits due to the money invested. Therefore
intention to use more professional judgement in the decision is getting higher.
Now let us consider if those things happen within network. The biggest possibility would be broken-up
relationships. This might be the weakness side of using the terminology of investment in the context of
intra-organizational relationships. One unique thing is that those broken pieces might create another network by
sharing similar spirits (Tichy & Fomburn, 1980; Turner & Pratkannis, 1998; Van de Bunt, 2001; Newman &
Grivan, 2003; Taylor & Doerfel, 2003). Those kinds of thoughts leaded us to current issues: (1) what is the
triggering factor for long term loyalty within networks? And (2) at what type of structure does the factors might
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perform well.
Exploring non-investment based factors that might perform better in creating long term network is quite
challenging. First signal would be offered by Von Krogh (2000), Walker (2000), Zeggeling (2003) through
incorporating knowledge unto network research. Previous studies had succeeded in underlined importance of
knowledge to deal with such current business issues. Most of the evidence supported the idea of Spinello (1998)
known as value chain. Operating on limited resources required organization to provide product at its best and
leave the other un-capabilities function to those who may perform at its best level.
The tautology gave us clear guidance to examine network through its purposes. If the purpose is to have
better knowledge sharing mechanism, then the relationships might last longer than setting profit-sharing as the
main spirit. Since from the last thoughts, when network no longer has the ability to provide profit, then the
relationship will be broken (Anderson, 1994; Hakkansonn, 1995; Achrol, 1995; Sminia, 2007). Thus it is
possible for us to proposed knowledge as ideal motivation to perform network.
In order to have objective opinion, we also carefully analyzed several cases that showed us the reality that
for some participants they can’t get fully advantage living in a knowledge network (Caruso et al., 2008; Salter et
al., 2009). The existence of one party that has strong power compare to others might cause imbalance sharing
process. Mostly the weak member will leave behind and acting as knowledge taker. Therefore we need to know
which type of network that can minimize those negative consequences.
This paper tried to explain the twofold issues clearly. Using grounded theory approaches from qualitative
methods, the study compiled some published research concerning intra-organizational network from 90’s to early
2000. One final objective of the paper is to provide strong framework in performing long term network structure.
2.

Literature review

2.1 Motives of Intra-organizational Network
Exploring the basic concepts of network started from social network proposed by Simon (1976), Freeman
(1978) and Krackhardt (1996). These seminal article lead us to defined network in it’s simply forms of formal
and informal organization. This is true since most networks were not declared formally, only some of them are
found to be stated in a formal way. Since this study used network as point of departure therefore we must clearly
defined the terminology.
In order to examine network structure objectively, we will use the terms network in comprehensive way
without trying to despise and treat it individually. This is found to be coherence with Krackhardt and Stern
(1998); Moore (1992); Madhaven (1998) and Taylor and Doerfel (2003). With regards to the other perspectives,
treating network for both formal and informal relationship lead us to the basic definition of how it created.
Network was formed by several organizations who shared the same interest (Van Alstyne, 1997; Borgatti &
Foster, 2003; Schienstock, 2009; Martin, 2013). Some will say that the interest of getting higher profit by
operating at the most productive way could be the best reasons. For example: two food and beverages companies
agreed in selling their product on a package, or airplane tickets that were sold on a bundled basis with flight
insurance. In some cases, marketing collaboration resulted on higher profitability among members. Therefore
numbers of researcher had recorded those who succeed and used it as benchmark (Tarricone & Luca, 2002;
Corwin et al., 2012; Hatton, 2014).
The complexity arose when economic turbulence due to the implementation of free-market in some regions.
Several studies on strategic management found that the most competitive power lies on the synergy among
players. When members failed to achieved synergy then the negative impact would be shared as burden within
networks. At the case of financial merger and integration, Berger (2011) found that at least 30% of the combined
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organizations failed to synergize one another. The findings supported Gold (1998) that successfully described
efforts to achieve synergy as the hardest part of organization’s life stages. And mostly, the triggered comes from
failure in unfirming perception among decision makers.
Now let us briefly analyze to the success story. Tsai (2001) clearly explained that the key success factor for
creating synergy within intra-organizational network was found on the effectiveness of knowledge transfer
among participants. Each member must share their best, accurate and updated information to the networks. At
some points we might think that the conclusion is too ideal for current business environment. Business
arrogances, authority and power must play an important role within networks. Since naturally, business
organization is no more than sets of human that tried to achieve the same goals. This means that desire to have
advanced position than other must exist.
Lasker (2001) stated that the great synergy within network requires good combination of each other strength
in accordance with all members. The process was not simple. It is found as time consuming, resource intensive,
very difficult and sometimes lead to frustration (Cheadel, 1997; Mitchell & Shortell, 2000). To deal with such
negative things, every organization must carefully consider before deciding to join in intra organizational
network. Factors that should be taken into considerations are: (1) similarity of vision and goals, (2) the power of
trust, (3) willingness to share organization strength and power, and (4) good communication skill (Hakanson &
Snehota, 1995; Lasker, 2002). Moreover, Snehota mentioned that in order to achieve the best performance, each
member within networks must succeed in building up relationships among others. Network performance was
actually based on effective partnerships among members since it counted for trust, persistency, responsibility,
and willingness to sacrifice for others to get future mutual benefits.
Using that concept in explaining network phenomenon, it is just for us to proposed one hypothetic opinion
that investment-based network can’t hold the relationship in the long run and at the same time carefully
addressing knowledge-based as the ideal motivation.
2.2 The role of Partnership and Friendship
Up to present, research on the knowledge-based network is still limited. Due to this constraint, let us
examine the role of knowledge sharing needs for positive partnerships. Wildrige (2004) conducted literature
review for factors that creates good partnership. The study found that the factors can be categorized into six
subsets: (1) environment, count for history of past collaboration and social climate. Intra-organizational
partnerships on developed countries found to be more stable than in under developing one since equality of
power exists. (2) Regarding membership, counted for mutual respect, understanding, trust, and ability to
compromise. (3) Related to process and structure where every member must see network as their own. (4)
Communication that sought to be effectively deploy among members through openness at high frequencies. (5)
Sharing the same spirits and (6) equality of resource distribution capabilities. One unique finding of the research
is that among those six factors, most organization identified as putting the term sharing the same spirits as the
most important thing, where good communication skill and mutual respect play as another important factors.
Regarding those findings, one might questioned is it possible to form intra-organizational network from
converting friendship into partnership. Some would agree that it is possible. As many researchers conclude that
the key for the best network performance lies on the strength of both strong and weak ties (Granovetter, 1973,
1983; Krackhardt, 1992; Baer, 2010), then we may use theory of friendship in performing network.
Based on the theory, friendship needed more than understanding between parties. It also complemented by
tension that created dialectical contradiction which leads to a higher level of mutual understanding (Siversten,
2003). Rawlins (1992) identifies two general classes of dialectical in friendship: (1) contextual and (2)
interactional. For simplicity, we tend to define contextual dialectical as trade-off between private and public, and
also between ideal and the reality. Meanwhile interactional dialectics address the distortion in communication
that leads to different opinion. One unique fact from interactional dialectic is efforts which each member perform
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good behavior among others and try to exclude from conflict. Naturally, they will manage all conflicts to sustain
the relationship.
As business entities, each member within network shares their private domain in financial term. They are
seeking for maximum profits. But consciousness to live within friendship and partnership with other player
sometimes forced them to act at the best interest (which later called public domain). Having that kind of
awareness was believed as the succeeded dialectical inter-organization. This is logically accepted since
organization must delegated teamwork to perform any critical task. And when the critical task require them to
have good collaborations, then one teamwork from organization A will be connected to one teamwork from
organization B (see figure 1). This mechanism can be extended from one network into another set of network
(see figure 2).

Figure 1. Contextual dialectics
Internal dialectics on each organization stands for a fully compromised mindset among teamwork. Several
trade-off can be found during the process: (1) shared of idealism between members on teamwork. Although
every task will be perform based on standard operating procedure, but as organization gave highly appreciation
to knowledge transfer, then undocumented tacit knowledge found to played important role in deciding the best
method of work (Styhre, 2004). (2) Shared of divisional point of interest. Even internal competition has never
been announced formally, but accomplishing mission well might be the best self-appreciation at divisional
context. Having collaboration with another organization can blurred individual performance. That is why
trade-off found to be very important. (3) Strategic action to build up organization brand image. This must be the
hardest trade-off for internal dialectics context.
Let us consider the internal dialectics happened at the member on Apple or Samsung network. Though they
have the greatest contribution to the network by providing chips for the smartphone, but still the product will be
produced on the leader’s name. The network might highly appreciate the brand name, but it doesn’t hold on the
customer perspectives. Interestingly, dialectics ends up with one strategic decision as the results of the true
trade-off. Another result from the dialectics process is the full list of incapability. This is the reasons why they
will join collaboration with other organization.
As A and B starts to have collaboration, then another dialectics took place. At this stage, one organization
found to perform dialectical with its partner. This is what we call intra-organizational dialectic stage. Upon the
stage, every participant tried to get along with another player in terms of vision and work culture. Sometimes
conflicts and reconciliation might happen as they grew to maturity level. If they agree to manage the relationship
in an open system, then the possibility to leave the network can be found at any time. But for particular reasons,
they tend to preserve the relationship for longer time. Thus open system means that the network will always open
to those who share the same interest.
Figure 2 tried to explain the phenomenon. After performing intra-organizational at one network, they may
develop another network-collaboration. Actually the same dialectics may happen but with one additional factor
namely organization arrogance. Since the collaboration can be applied between well-known network and
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non-famous one, then the trade-off will be clearer. Those well-known networks will trade its arrogance with the
mutual helps from non-famous network. Whenever the trade-off succeed then the collaboration will took place.
But when it failed to reach common decision, then most probably the collaboration will not happened.
Contextual dialectics will be complemented by interactional dialectics. In this context, Rawlins (1992) argue
that friendships are potentially fraught with ambiguity due to interpretation of others form of communication and
behavior. The same thing might be happened in the context of intra-organizational networks. Therefore,
dialectics that comes from interaction between one another should be treated for the best interest. This is the ties
that make network stronger.
Another strength point from succeed interactional dialectics is honesty that act as virtue and protective
understanding to avoid making loss each other. This spirit shared opportunities that one member will help other
to develop its capabilities. That’s why knowledge sharing process would be advantageous (Paulin, 2012). The
needs to open its network system to have collaboration with another network occurred upon this stage. Eagerness
to explore more knowledge leads one network to expand their collaboration without trying to recruit member
from others. This is the dynamic effect of living on open system environment.

Figure 2. Extended contextual dialectics
In summary, this section succeeded in providing arguments that investment-based network must be replaced
by knowledge-based intra organizational network. This is because network needed strong ties which are the spirit
of friendship and partnership and knowledge-sharing motivation. As consequences of living on an open system
environment, network may expand to have collaboration with other network by some acceptance un-written rules.
Before having the relationships, there are some dialectical stages that should be solved. And sometimes, trade-off
among interest played an important role as future tie. One possible constraint that might arise is motivation to
change the open system to the closed system. It will diminish the spirit of improvements.
3.

Finding and discussion

3.1 Knowledge-based network structure
Identifying the ideal structure that allows the most effective knowledge sharing happen was not simple.
Several factors must be taken into consideration, such as knowledge transfer process, ties of the network,
knowledge level among members, and some financial factors (Reagan & Zuckerman, 2001; Reagan et al., 2003;
Nadler et al., 2003). Therefore this study limit themselves by considering knowledge transfer process, without
further consideration of using unit analysis for both formal and informal network.
Research that tried to find the association between network structure and knowledge transfer has become
trending topics for the last three decades. This study had carefully review several findings offered by Uzzi (1996,
1997, 1999), Hansen (1999, 2002), Ingram and Roberts (2000), Reagan and Zuckerman (2001), Snow (1993)
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and Tsai (2001). One interest finding is the facts that knowledge can be transferred from one member unto
another through variety of mechanism. It means that as long as every participant within network understands
their role in knowledge sharing then the mechanism will operate.
Holding that true, at the early stage of network development, each member tried to have an equality basis in
terms of expertise and authority. This might be the possible cause for conflict. But using network types offered
by Snow (1993), there are some possibility that network will assign one participant to act as broker. On its origin,
broker act as mediator by providing information to all parties due to resource allocation. In the same way, we
may adhere intermediary as the play maker namely knowledge mediator (see figure 3). Thus adopting open
system concepts, knowledge mediator will be responsible to provide a fair mechanism in knowledge transfer
among members. And the only tie that makes transfer process more productive is the loyalty.
At this point, it is too early to have strong conclusion regarding loyalty. One basic argument is that each
member might have different absorptive capacity in knowledge sharing process (Reagan, 2000). Just like human,
organization tends to be more acceptable to certain area that they already know. Conversely they become
reluctant to area that didn’t covered by its expertise. If this happen, then the true knowledge transfer does not
exists (Rogers, 1995; Tsai, 2001). This would be the important task of knowledge mediator. They are not only
providing database needed for the process but also has to share something that might trigger the mechanism.
Taken this into account, we may conclude that the network must be dynamic to live on open system
environment.

Figure 3. Components of knowledge-based network
Recent studies done by Reagans and Zuckerman (2001), Burt (2002), Gargulio and Rus (2002) indicates the
importance of social cohesion and network range. Deeper relationships among members allow some human
factors to be applied. Teamwork from one organization tends to help other teamwork from another organization
for no return. This is the basic spirit for mutual cooperation in the next stage.
Another explanation that supported social cohesion was proposed by Coleman (1990), Paulin (2012) and
Harison (2012). Each member was being motivated to share their knowledge for some social norms. When the
other member in the same network had identified that there is a participant that refused to join the sharing
process then the social punishment will took place. They will share the information to all parties and most
probably become stigma that last longer. Finally they will rejected by the networks.
The second point is network range. Since knowledge is intangible assets, then it may flow freely inside and
outside organization. Moreover, it also may fly to other networks. But in one condition: there should be no
strong barriers. Zelmer-Bruhn (2003) explained that knowledge transfer across organizational boundaries can
cause different interpretations of the same idea and also cost some disruption. Language barriers, different
knowledge background may act as the critical constraint for knowledge-based network. Therefore every
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participant must be able to perform communication at a better quality (Borgatti & Cross, 2003).
Good communication process can only happen in short range. Level of frequencies and intimacy will lead to
the common understanding among parties. But we can’t exclude to those outsider that may have the chance to
join the process. If one organization from other set of network have the ability to absorb the knowledge well then
we might have evidence that long range network should be taken into considerations.
For example, on the context of intra-nations relationships, there are lots of facts that the hackers act as a
productive outsider that tried to absorb knowledge from target effectively. At some cases, they perform the action
very well. But they also failed in other cases.
Putting the twofold concepts altogether, one must carefully selected the best network structure for
knowledge-based inter-relations. Ignoring those two factors will creates so many distractions that weakened
network performance in the long run.
Now let us revisiting the three networks-types proposed by Snow (1993) which are internal, stable and
dynamic networks. By addressing rapid development in computer and communication technology, internal
network may represent the type that lives in closed system environment. Conglomeration might be the best
example for expressing how the network operates. The second type characterized by implementing closed
system only for the member of core firm while opening widely on the supplier side. This type usually tends to
protect their basic formulas. And the third type is the one who live on the open system environment.

Figure 4. Type of network
By considering the vast development and the use of internet as knowledge based sharing media, we strongly
proposed the fourth structure namely virtual network. Although the terms virtual defined as non-physical things,
but we still can examine it in terms of networks. It is found to use open source that allowed all parties to join the
knowledge exchange due to some acceptances rules. This informal structure was found to be well operated
within system that has no ties except the similar interest. Therefore only knowledge mediator is the one who
stays in the network. But the other parties share the same rights and equality to be tied in or release from
network.
For a brief explanation, one might said that there are some similarities between dynamic and virtual network.
But actually there is huge difference. First, virtual network found to have semi-formal platform where each
member voluntarily give themselves as part of network. Knowledge mediator set up rules that should be
accepted by the other participants. If member found no objections then they may accept the agreement. Although
in some instance it is provided under the law system but every party gave appreciation to the free-will action.
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They may release-off from the network at any given time.
Secondly, we tend to use the terms of market to represent players in virtual network since it has been
operated virtually. For example at the customer side, we use the term market place where every potential
customer might come and go at any-time, any-where and for any-reasons. The only thing that makes the network
operates in a more dynamic way is the additional role performed by technological market. They set up some
technological platform and at the same time they might provide lots of raw data as basic material to be produced
by knowledge mediator. Basically every participant may have interaction among them, but there is no guarantee
that the quality will as high if knowledge mediator took position. The free-will of running away from network is
the reasons why it should be perform this way. Thus the spirit must be open-system environment.
3.2 Proposed structure
Now we come to the last proposed idea within papers. Considering the two important factors: social
cohesion and network range, we then could identify the appropriate network structure which fit for each possible
conditions, see figure 5 for more details.

Figure 5. Proposed network structure quadrants
Type of network that ideal for low social cohesion within low network range is stable network. The reason is
just because stable network could be characterized by having moderate ties. Since most stable network operates
on a formal basis, each member found to response naturally. Some would say that this type of network can be
finds to those networks that already come to maturity level on its life cycle. Without justifying the opinion, our
proposed quadrants showed that there are possibilities for this type of network to have knowledge-sharing
mechanism.
If one day the range expanded wider, then the type of network should be change into virtual one. We are not
trying to say that this type should perform better than the stable one but it’s a matter of using proper structure in
order to have knowledge sharing mechanism running.
Having been operated in virtual condition, network must reorganize the role of each party. For some reasons,
we have to admit that it will cause lots of problem since they have to be more open to the environment than
before. Recruiting another type of market to join the network would be the most difficult task. More dialectical
process will took place and sometimes tend to increase the level of social cohesion. If that happen then network
will shift to dynamic type. After succeed in building up close friendship and partnership with members from
open source market, network might carefully selected new participants. Unconsciously they are found to setting
up another network with dynamic characteristics.
So, how about the internal network? The only thing that should be considered is that it only succeeded in
operating through low range of network. High social cohesion means that dialectic process found to be more
complex since in most cases member had experience operating on a comfort zone. Reluctances to widen the
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range may act as huge constraint but again, we can’t say that this type is worse.
Recall the dyadic system proposed by Kadushin (2004) as organization developed unto maturity level,
changes are easy to be found. Knowledge has admitted to have strong role in creating the changes (Dzunic,
2012). Further generation that leads the organization sometimes completed the mechanism with new non-tacit
science. By good collaboration with tacit-knowledge experience, they may set the new rule, having clear
sophisticated filtering procedure to be operated in low range of network or minimize the cohesion by
maintaining the range.
4.

Future implication

This study recognized two major future implications. First, we present the emergence evidence that
investment-based network must be replaced by knowledge-based. This required many changes ranging from the
participant, the rule and structure. Brokerage position in traditional approach now has been taken by knowledge
moderator. As knowledge intermediary, they share the most important responsibility to triggered sharing
mechanism among members. That’s why we strongly suggest that each network must carefully selected mediator
with proven-track reputation. Second, network can choose which type they should operates due to twofold
dimensions: (1) social cohesion and (2) network range. With the four quadrants, organization may evaluate itself
and decided to which part of structure they will grow.
As consequences of living under open system environment, networks have the opportunity to develop in a
dynamic dyadic system. This is why exploring intra-organizational network always be the most interesting and
arguable topics. Future research may be conducted to have the empirical evidence to the existence
knowledge-based network. The main objective is to strengthen the basic academic tautology for organizational
theory. Sociology and communication studies needed to measure level of social cohesion accurately. Moreover,
network analysis using clustering statistical methods somewhat could be helpful in mapping the range. By
having all evidence on one research paper, we can have benchmark how to manage the network in longer time.
5.

Conclusion

Examining intra-organizational network using friendship theory lead us to identified that the key success
found at the productive dialectic inter and intra organization therefore we might proposed to complemented
investment-based network to knowledge-based. This required major changes among participant by raising the
role of knowledge mediator. In the future, they will play important part in managing network. Treating network
through theory of friendship we come to the conclusion of four quadrants based on twofold dimension: social
cohesion and network range. They share the same position without considering which quadrants would be the
best. Future research may be directed to those directions so that we might have proper pathways of developing
networks.
6.
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